Terrorist Activity in Somalia
Open-Source Intelligence in Action

Background

- Al-Qaeda affiliated Al-Shabaab organization continues operations in Somalia, while Somali government vows to counter this terrorist group
- Recent terrorist operations include bombings, abductions, and control of additional territory
- Government efforts include vow by Somali president to rid country of this threat and organization’s recent offensives*
- Discussions in Mogadishu include talks with neighboring governments focused on joint cooperation and security strategy*

*Source: Fox News

Deeper Insight

Babel Street analysts, harnessing the power of publicly available information by drawing on English and Non-English language sources, examined this developing geopolitical situation from a wide variety of perspectives. Using these techniques improves situational awareness and offers timely insights that are difficult to find through traditional outlets.

The answers are out there. Babel Street will help you find them. Access the platform and learn more at BabelStreet.com
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